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Answer Sheet 

Neologism Guesses Example Sentence and Source Collocations Meanings Definition 

 

Glamping 

 

Upcycling lamps „The options range from modest, authentic 

tented camping to full-on luxury glamping.” 

(Winnipegfreepress.com) 

Glamping sites 

Glamping experience 

Glamping tent 

Glamorous camping A luxurious form of camping which 

includes fine food and expensive 

equipment. 

 

Superager 

 

Elderly people 

Old car (oldtimer) 

Good and old wine 

„A superager’s brain connectivity looks like 

a younger adult in fMRI.” 

(psychologytoday.com) 

Superager’s cortex 

Superager’s brain 

Super aging 

Aging while still 

having a well-

functioning brain 

Individuals over the age of 80 who have 

the same brain capacity as younger 

people. 

 

Butterfingers 

 

Cookies 

Buttery and 

doughey fingers 

Sticky fingers 

“Here’s an ideal case of anyone with 

butterfingers. It’s made from a soft yet 

durable TPU material, which […] also helps 

you grip it.” (digitaltrends.com) 

With butterfingers 

Their butterfingers 

In case of butterfingers 

Buttery fingers 

Being clumsy 

Letting things slip out 

of one’s hands easily 

Someone with slippery and clumsy 

fingers, often failing to hold on to 

objects.  

 

Furkid 

 

Person stuck in the 

phase of a child/ 

teenager 

Kid seen as a pet  

“Even if your furkid has short fur, that only 

buys you some time between grooming 

sessions.” (asiaone.com) 

Your furkid 

My furkid 

Beloved furkid 

Furry kid 

Pet seen as a child/kid 

A pet that means as much to its owner as 

an actual child.  

 

Begpacker 

 

Homeless  

Begging for money 

to travel 

“Just yesterday, Malaysians were horrified at 

a disturbing video of a foreign ‘begpacker’ 

couple swinging their baby in the air to 

entertain locals […] in hopes that they would 

receive donations for their travels.” 

(worldofbuzz.com) 

The begpacker 

Begpacker problem  

Begpacker phenomenon 

Begging backpacker A backpacker begging for money to 

travel.  
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